Lisa Bullard’s Money Basics Book Series

Suggested Audience: Grades 3 and under

**Brody Borrows Money**
During this reading, Brody will learn about when it’s okay to borrow money and when it’s not.

View Preview

**Ella Earns Her Own Money**
During this reading, Ella will learn if she earns enough money to buy the new soccer ball she wants.

View Preview

**Gabriel Gets a Great Deal**
During the reading, we’ll find out if Gabriel finds the shoes he wants at a price he can afford.

View Preview

**Kyle Keeps Track of Cash**
During the reading, we’ll find out if Kyle is able to keep track of cash and join his friends for a camping trip.

View Preview
Lily Learns about Wants and Needs
Lily wants a new bike, raincoat, and ice cream. During this reading, Lily will learn about wants and needs.

View Preview

Shanti Saves Her Money
During the reading, we'll find out if Shanti has what it takes to save up for a fun theme park ride.

View Preview

Contact Us for a Book Reading

communityeducation@aplusfcu.org